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The Spiritual & Logical Connections
by Tom Willis
The last six CSA News (starting July/Aug, 2006, through
July-Aug 2007) contained articles on the Age of the Earth. All
may be obtained at www.csama.org/CSA-NLTR.HTM. Last issue
was devoted to The Christian Case for an Old Earth which, as I
outlined, is widely proclaimed, but does not exist. I ended by
agreeing to address other Christian Proofs of an Old Earth, but,
they tend to be minority views, and I felt led to wrap-up this discussion with some thoughts on the Spiritual and End Times Implications of Old Earth and Evolutionist Religion.
One must have only a modest spiritual awareness to sense that
there are great spiritual, and other, forces at work in the world today, and they do not bode well for mankind living a protracted and
happy life for many more years. Some opening thoughts on the
forces at work:
I know geneticists who feel that mutations, rather than producing wonderful new creatures, are systematically destroying every
kind of animal on the planet, especially mammals and Man Mankind is accumulating mutations at the rate of over a thousand per
generation. Most are small, involving only a single nucleotide out
of some 3 billion. But, because they are small, they have very little measurable effect on the adult creature, making it impossible
for even the exaggerated power of “Natural Selection” to eliminate
them. For all practical purposes, all mutations are harmful.
Very few may appear to confer a minor benefit, it is always illusory, something promoted as proof of evolution, but unconvincing
to anyone who actually deals with mutations.
While the genetic system of “higher animals” is very robust,
and tends to correct many mutations and survive many more, it is
obvious that the Genetic systems of creatures that have few offspring cannot long survive this incessant hammering. The system
will break, some believe in less than 300 years! The health of the
life forms on this planet is very much in jeopardy.
The spiritual condition of the entire human world is also in
great jeopardy. Communism and Nazism, while “officially dead,”
are, in fact, both very much alive. Communists virtually control
Russia again, and China is actually ruled by a government more
like Nazism than Communism, in that it openly embraces aggressive capitalism within a totalitarian socialist state. South America,
while seething with Communism, is still officially dominated by
Romanist oligarchies.
“Liberalism” dominates Europe and North America. It is essentially a rejection of all things Christian, acceptance of all things
socialist and most things pantheist, including pseudo-gods, and
Earth and Human worship (“We are all god”). Liberalism can
only be understood in the context of its base: “They hate you because they first hated me.” Only that sentence by Jesus can explain modern Liberal thought. Why would such a large majority
of unbelievers embrace socialism? Some, yes, but virtually all?
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The explanation comes readily when it becomes clear that God is
a capitalist. “Thou shall not steal” and the entire Bible embraces
the notion of private property. The individual human is held accountable, by God, not by the state, for the way his property is
used! The reason is obvious, the state is made up of men, not
gods. They have no business taking people’s possessions and
giving them to others. That is the job of the owner, or of God.
Wen men do it, the proper name is “theft.” Theft by the state
“for a good cause” may seem nice to some, but it is not a Christian concept. Thus, Liberals, who “first hated” Christ, also hate
all He stood for, including property.
Now reflect on the Biblical treatment of The End... the consummation of all things, including the final destruction of Earth
and all of its kingdoms and creations. The symptoms of the approach of these things include “wars and rumors of wars.” At
last count there were 22 wars on our planet (incidentally, all involving Muslims, which might tend to suggest that they, too, play
at least some role in the consummation, though not the one they,
at least pretend to, believe they will play).
Step back and reflect on the entire mess. Liberals will embrace anything, but Truth. Almost to a man, they embraced
Communism. They loved Hitler until he attacked their favorite
antichrist figure, Joseph Stalin and his Communist state. That
enabled them to even more openly embrace Stalin, one of the
greatest atheist butchers in modern times. They embraced Mao,
another communist butcher, and Ho Chi Ming. The Liberal
press, virtually to a man, embraced the Communist Tito as the
“George Washington” of his country... and Fidel Castro in the
same loving terms. And today, the liberal media, public schools
and much of the left in the entire “Western World” are striving to
embrace Islam, even while Islam is striving to kill them. Doesn’t
that puzzle you? They claim to hate “religion,” especially one
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that “imposes rules on” them. Yet they embrace a religion with
the most onerous set of rules on the planet, especially to a
Liberal. A “scientific theory” is supposed to be one that proposes
an explanation for natural phenomena. My theory for this phenomenon of Liberal embrace of the worst of all possible religions,
is that, “they first hated me.” They hate Jesus Christ so much that
they would rather provide, they hope, only token support for Islam, rather than admit that “Christianity may not be as bad as Islam.”
Meanwhile, much of the Christian world is preparing their
people for membership in the Great Harlot. In countless
MegaChurches, unity is promoted over doctrine, the opposite of
what Jesus taught, who insisted that His followers be sanctified
(set apart) by “thy Word, thy Word is Truth.” Membership in the
leading megachurch movements is conditioned on “belief in
Jesus,” but what you must believe about Him is not stated. Based
on the requirements for membership in the Purpose Driven
Church, perhaps the largest, and most profitable such movement,
many Muslims, Atheists, Communists, Agnostics, and Hindus
could become members because they “believe in Jesus.” They
merely reject a few things about him.
Jesus taught, quite bluntly, that “No man can serve two masters.” “You cannot serve God and mammon (money).” The
opening sentence in the Purpose Driven Church kickoff meeting
that I attended was, “We need a building where the ladies of (the
city) can take their daughters to ballet lessons.” Next, we learned
that, to raise the money for this noble Christian purpose, we
would engage in targeted ministry to the career minded young
families in the large houses a few blocks away. People who suggested that there are other folks who need salvation were essentially ignored. The argument that “targeted ministry” as outlined
in this movement is not a Biblical notion, was brushed aside by
the claim that “the woman at the well was a targeted ministry.”
Golly, and Jesus’ purpose was to finance the grandiose building
plans He was dreaming about. The argument was advanced that
the Psychological Testing proposed by the PDC was directly plagiarized from the most notorious antichrist spiritual nut-case in
the last century, Carl Jung. The response was a sarcastic comment that “We don’t intend to follow Carl Jung, we prefer
Freud.” The suggestion that “local PDC leaders are so committed to their new Master that they preach only sermons written by
him,” resulted in white hot anger on the part of a man who cultivates the reputation of being very low-keyed.
Those who do not sign a written covenant (an antichrist act,
in itself) to support the leaders, are not permitted to become members or to minister in any way. This, and the
methods
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labeled “resister,” to be, won over (if possible), then shunned
and, eventually, driven out.
Christians in great numbers
(millions, I am told) have left the PDC. Disbelief or Unchristian
behavior never seems to be a reason. “Resisters” of PDC are
the ones driven out.
Mammon, not Jesus is the new Master of many of the
megachurch enterprises. Listen to what is said. Compare it with
what Jesus said. You decide, who is their master, really? In my
case, their human master is Rick Warren, and their spiritual master is Mammon. There is much more that needs to be said on the
New Christianity. The Lord willing, I would like to write several
books on some of the topics in this article, but, I must finish
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We must wrap up this section by pointing out that the seminary system, while never a biblical way to train leaders of the
church, is made up largely of unbelievers who’s ideas and beliefs
are virtually never tested on anyone but 18-year-olds, and never
subject to critique by true elders of the true Church. As a result,
most graduates of this corrupt system are not believers. While
there are obvious exceptions, most believers in the pews are
futilely seeking Christian leaders and congregations.
Cap it off with the fact that every student in the world has
been brainwashed with the nonsense that “evolution is science,
creation is religion.” This has the effect of corrupting the convictions of even those who do believe.
Where and how will it end? What will the consummation of
all things be like? Here are some suggestions:
 Liberals will continue, globally, to bow and curtsey to Islam.
 Islam is an equal opportunity killer. They will continue to
kill everybody, including liberals, who happen to be in their
demented way, as they have done for 1400 years.
 The antichrist will achieve enough power to attack Israel to
appease the Muslims and the Liberals.
 Nothing can appease Muslims. The only sure way they can
“get to heaven” is by killing people... Any people. Islam will
continue to inflict pain on the rest of the world until even the
Liberals will be, at least for liberals, moderately quiet.
 Therefore, the antichrist will be forced to attack Muslims to
consolidate his power.
 The Muslims may have non-Muslim allies, e.g., Communists.
 The “Roman Church,” was believed by nearly all of the
reformers to be The Great Harlot. But, a few of the better, and
less noisy, scholars, like Isaac Newton, stated emphatically that
the Harlot would also contain many Protestants. The obvious
core of the Protestant contingent in the Great Harlot will be the
content-free, rock-and-roll, psychology based doctrine, ballet
lesson, mega-churches like the PDC. The Great Harlot is
prophesied to be “drunk with the blood of the saints,” but the
Roman Church, which killed about 50 million Christians, usually
accomplished her killings via officials of the state. Already the
PDC is allied with the state, with Warren serving on the Council
on Foreign Relations, a notorious world-government think tank.
Thus, few in the PDC will actually kill Christians, they will
merely expel them, as the Romanists did. The state will do most
of the killing.
 Evolution played and continues to play a major role in
reducing the Bible to I nice book of quaint stories, thus
reinforcing the Romanist & PDC view of human determination
of the meaning of Scripture. Though PDC does it a bit
differently. Rick Warren, for example, cherry-picks the passage
that says what he wants said from 15 books he says are “Bible
Translations,” but his most bizarre doctrines are taken from
“paraphrases” that are not even near to being “translations.”
 Rather than being “Sanctified by thy truth...” what is called
church today is often sanctified by Mammon as offered by folks
like Rick Warren, with doses of Carl Jung and ballet lessons. It
is composed of those who can contribute the most money and
direct traffic in the parking lot. Most in this church will support
the antichrist, up to the day he destroys them.
What about the true Church? “And ye shall be hated of all
men for my name's sake: but he that shall endure unto the end,
the same shall be saved.” Mark 13:13. Already, many are again
meeting in homes. It will get worse. Only God knows when or
how, or someone closer to Him than I.
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Real Scientists Just Say NO!
By Tom Willis
Help your family and friends understand Creation/Evolution
in a way that they will never be deceived again! The book examines
stereotypical
evolutionary
“reasoning” rather than dwelling on
the latest “discoveries.” There are
many good books, but this one will
greatly reduce the number you need to
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He did a commendable job, coming up
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Genetic Entropy
& The Mystery of the Genome

Dr. John C. Sanford, Cornell, Univ, holder
of many patents in genetic engineering, including the gene gun, has written a truly readable
and powerful book demonstrating that the facts
of mutations make evolution impossible. Mutations are destroying every species on Earth, very
rapidly! They are improving nothing! This destroys evolution’s primary story. Must read.
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“The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few.” Are you doing all the Lord has called you to do in the war for the minds and
hearts of our citizens... especially our youth? CSA is not a closed fraternity. Any born-again believer who is abiding in the words of
Jesus, and has been gifted in research, computers, speaking, clerical activities, writing of articles or book reviews, etc., and who has
heard a call to serve in an origins ministry should consider and pray about serving with us. Write or call for more information.
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The Origin of Life
Is There Any Theory of How It Happened?

Early Visitations to the Americas

By: Tom Willis
Virtually every High School Biology text I have seen (about 12) con tains diagrams and discussion of the Miller-Urey Experiment as an
“Origin of Life experiment,” each essentially implying that it contrib uted greatly to the atheist theory that “Life just happened.” What ex periments have actually been performed and what theories advanced to
rid of us the need for God to bring about life? What were the results?
What do we actually know about the subject? What are the only logi cal conclusions from those experiments and theories?

Order Audio ($5.00) or Video (VHS) $20.00: A0272/V0272

By: Lynn Lemons

The Evolutionist paradigm is that man evolved over a few million
years. About 9,000 years ago he finally evolved sufficient cogni tive
ability to navigate, build structures, etc. The Christian paradigm is
that Man was created, did not exist 9,000 years ago, didn’t evolve, and
began with more intelligence than He has today. Man started with the
ability, if not the technology, to do great things. For example, He did
not, have to wait until he evolved from apes to be able to navigate.
Lynn will present evidence supporting the Christian view of early man
from his ability to navigate and travel great distances, to places like the
Americas.
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CSA Creation Safaris
Moving, or changing your e-mail address?
Be sure to let us know to help us avoid unnecessary
costs and to insure you continue to receive CSA News.

CSA Lending Library
now has over 240 videotapes, 120 audio tapes, and 80 books,
all available without charge. The new Lending Library
Catalog contains pages of great tools. If you would like a
copy, please consider a contribution to help defray costs.
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Just Say NO!
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Have you had one in
your Community,
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Contact CSA for info.
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